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Black Ice PDF Printer Driver is
a convenient and powerful
program designed to convert
various documents to PDF
files. It allows you to convert
any document to PDF, by
entering the printer driver name
and the print option, such as a
page size, paper and quality.
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The application also features a
powerful document
management utility that allows
you to organize your documents
by creating a personalized
folder. Additionally, you can
easily manage your documents
by copying, cutting, pasting,
tagging and merging files.
Black Ice PDF Printer Driver
can easily create agent printers,
which are duplicate printers
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based on the application. You
can easily customize your
output file by adding
watermarks or annotations,
which can make your document
look more professional.
Automatic email and server
options Black Ice PDF Printer
Driver features a powerful file
sharing and emailing tool. You
can easily email a converted
document to one or multiple
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recipients, by entering your
credentials. Furthermore, the
output documents can be
directly uploaded to a directory
within a SharePoint server. By
entering the server name,
username, password and a
desired folder for your
documents, you can
automatically upload converted
documents to the server. In
addition, Black Ice PDF Printer
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Driver features a reliable OCR
utility that can help you extract
text from certain scanned
images or unmodifiable
documents. Black Ice PDF
Printer Driver is a handy
application that works as a
virtual printer and can help you
convert your documents to PDF
format, as well as perform
additional operations, such as
watermark and file merge.
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Dynamic document
manipulation Black Ice PDF
Printer Driver allows you to
convert any document to PDF,
TXT or formatted TXT.
Furthermore, you can easily
merge several documents to be
converted to a PDF file. The
application allows you to create
agent printers, which are
duplicate printers based on the
Black Ice PDF Printer Driver
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and which can be individually
configured, allowing you to
“print” a document by selecting
the preferred printer which
contains custom predefined
settings. Additionally, you can
easily customize your output
file by adding watermarks or
annotations, which can make
your document look more
professional. Automatic email
and server options Black Ice
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PDF Printer Driver features a
powerful file sharing and
emailing tool. You can easily
email a converted document to
one or multiple recipients, by
entering your credentials.
Furthermore, the output
documents can be directly
uploaded to a directory within a
SharePoint server. By entering
the server name, username,
password and a desired folder
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for your documents

Black Ice PDF Printer Driver 

Black Ice PDF Printer Driver –
a powerful tool for creating and
editing portable documents and
easily converting them to PDF
format. You can import and
edit Word, Excel, PowerPoint,
HTML, RTF, TXT, DVI,
EPUB, CHM and other
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documents, easily convert them
to PDF, TXT and other
formats, and much more. The
application has a powerful
design and a great set of
features that allows you to edit
your files. The virtual printer
supports a wide range of
formats, including DOC, XLS,
PPT, PPTX, PHTML, RTF,
TXT, HTML, PS, EPUB,
CHM, TXT, JPG, JPEG, TIF,
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GIF, BMP and PDF. Black Ice
PDF Printer Driver is a
standalone application that
supports the integration into
Microsoft Windows
environment. It features a
special integration with
Microsoft Office documents,
which allows you to convert a
Word document to PDF, and
vice versa. The utility is able to
convert Microsoft Word,
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Excel, PowerPoint and other
documents into PDF or convert
PDF into other format files.
Additionally, you can convert
any DOC, XLS, PPT, PPTX,
PHTML, RTF, TXT, HTML,
PS, EPUB, CHM, TXT, JPG,
JPEG, TIF, GIF, BMP, and
PDF files into PDF, TXT or
formatted TXT. Furthermore,
it can be converted from any
HTML-based document into
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PDF, and vice versa. Besides,
the program converts TXT,
RTF and formatted TXT files
into PDF. Key features: –
Convert Word, Excel,
PowerPoint, HTML and other
documents to PDF; – Convert
PDF to Word, Excel,
PowerPoint, HTML, and other
files; – Convert PDF to HTML-
based files; – Convert HTML
files into PDF; – Convert any
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DOC, XLS, PPT, PPTX,
PHTML, RTF, TXT, HTML,
PS, EPUB, CHM, TXT, JPG,
JPEG, TIF, GIF, BMP, and
PDF files into PDF, TXT or
formatted TXT. … and much
more. It supports a wide range
of formats, including DOC,
XLS, PPT, PPTX, PHTML,
RTF, TXT, HTML, PS, EPUB,
CHM, TXT, JPG, JPEG, TIF,
GIF, BMP and 80eaf3aba8
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Black Ice PDF Printer Driver 

Black Ice PDF Printer Driver is
a powerful application that can
help you convert your
documents to PDF format, as
well as perform various
operations, such as watermark
and file merge. A useful
software that can help you
convert any document to PDF,
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as well as perform various
operations, such as watermark
and file merge. Convert your
documents to PDF format and
merge several documents into a
single PDF. Upload files into a
sharepoint server by using a
windows credentials or a
windows share. Create print
agents that can print the files
created by Black Ice PDF
Printer Driver. Read and edit
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the documents and do OCR.
Create a virtual printer that
allows you to convert a single
file to PDF or merge several
PDF files into one. Produce
email notifications and attach
files. Create a print agent to
create a custom file for an
agent printer. Read and edit the
documents and OCR the
documents. Create a file share
on a windows share. Control
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the document conversion
process. Generate an agent
printer that will create a file for
the agent printer. Multi-
threaded scan. Create a virtual
printer with custom settings.
Free PPT to JPEG Converter 2
of 5 Free PPT to JPEG
Converter can convert
PowerPoint presentations to
JPEG format, as well as PDF,
TIFF, JPG and PNG files. The
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application is easy to use and
easy to customize.
Additionally, it supports
customizable and document-
friendly skins, making it ideal
for use in educational and non-
profit settings. Free PPT to
JPEG Converter Description:
Free PPT to JPEG Converter is
a powerful tool that can convert
PowerPoint presentations to
JPEG, PDF, PNG, TIFF, and
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JPG files. Besides, it can also
convert multi-page
presentations into single-page
documents. To be able to use
the tool, you only need to
download the software. From
there, you can select the desired
PPT to convert, as well as
customize it with various
settings. The application allows
you to convert single or
multiple presentations into
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images or documents.
Additionally, you can easily
change the document's
dimensions, shape and
resolution. You can also add a
text overlay to each file that
contains the necessary
information. What is so special
about this tool that makes it a
standout product is the fact that
it supports very well-known
skins, such as the Microsoft
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Office 2007 and 2010 skins.
You can easily choose any of
these skins. Moreover, the tool
comes with

What's New In Black Ice PDF Printer Driver?

The CorelDRAW Graphics
Suite X8 program offers a wide
range of professional tools for
graphics creation, as well as
sophisticated and powerful
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graphics editing functions. The
powerful and easy to use
graphics software program
features include powerful
professional graphics creation
tools, advanced image
processing, and a wide range of
advanced graphic functions. In
addition, the program can be
used for advanced editing and
includes a complete range of
professional editing tools.
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CorelDRAW graphics software
offers a wide range of powerful
and sophisticated professional
tools for graphics creation, as
well as advanced graphic
editing functions. CorelDRAW
can be used for advanced
image processing and includes
numerous functions for
digitization of printed images,
in addition to a range of
advanced image and photo
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processing functions. The
CorelDRAW Graphics Suite
X8 program offers a wide
range of professional tools for
graphics creation, as well as
sophisticated and powerful
graphics editing functions. The
powerful and easy to use
graphics software program
features include powerful
professional graphics creation
tools, advanced image
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processing, and a wide range of
advanced graphic functions. In
addition, the program can be
used for advanced editing and
includes a complete range of
professional editing tools.
CorelDRAW graphics software
offers a wide range of powerful
and sophisticated professional
tools for graphics creation, as
well as advanced graphic
editing functions. CorelDRAW
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can be used for advanced
image processing and includes
numerous functions for
digitization of printed images,
in addition to a range of
advanced image and photo
processing functions. The
CorelDRAW Graphics Suite
X8 program offers a wide
range of professional tools for
graphics creation, as well as
sophisticated and powerful
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graphics editing functions. The
powerful and easy to use
graphics software program
features include powerful
professional graphics creation
tools, advanced image
processing, and a wide range of
advanced graphic functions. In
addition, the program can be
used for advanced editing and
includes a complete range of
professional editing tools.
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CorelDRAW graphics software
offers a wide range of powerful
and sophisticated professional
tools for graphics creation, as
well as advanced graphic
editing functions. CorelDRAW
can be used for advanced
image processing and includes
numerous functions for
digitization of printed images,
in addition to a range of
advanced image and photo
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processing functions. The
CorelDRAW Graphics Suite
X8 program offers a wide
range of professional tools for
graphics creation, as well as
sophisticated and powerful
graphics editing functions. The
powerful and easy to use
graphics software program
features include powerful
professional graphics creation
tools, advanced image
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processing, and a wide range of
advanced graphic functions. In
addition, the program can be
used for advanced editing and
includes a complete range of
professional editing tools.
CorelDRAW graphics software
offers a wide range of powerful
and sophisticated professional
tools for graphics creation, as
well as advanced graphic
editing functions. CorelDRAW
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can be used for advanced
image processing and includes
numerous functions for
digitization of printed images,
in addition to a range of
advanced image and photo
processing functions.
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System Requirements For Black Ice PDF Printer Driver:

To play the game, you need: A
PC running Windows, Linux,
or Mac OS X A USB flash
drive for save files The game
can be downloaded for free and
is provided without any
limitations. You can play it as
much as you want. The save
files are saved into the “Steam\
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SteamApps\common\The Keep
3.0\save” folder and can be
accessed via Steam when you
install the game, e.g.,
“D:\Program Files\Steam\Stea
mApps\common\The Keep 3.
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